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I The physical phenomena arising from the presence of aingulari

:
'\ ties of polarization operators of colourless currents in the comp-

lex X-plane are discussed. The singularities of П (X / »t the

I nonzero points yield exponentially falling terms to the Fourier

image \j\Q ) in the deep Euclidean region 6' -v-oo. However,

these singularities give rise to significant ocntributione to the

imaginary part of f){Q ) in the physical region Q > О . These

contributions iscillate. and die out slowly with the energy increa-

se. Under the simplest assumptions on tae annlyt.loal structure of

ff
4
 V X / **•

 t b e
 vector channel we get the aixalytioal expression

for R(S) in the resonance region. The parameters are fixed by

a condition that /\ (S) thus obtained must satisfy О/2_ sum

rules nnd the requirement H(0)=0, Our model expression for R(s)

gives reasonable qualitative description of experimental data.The

eoalar gluonic channel is also discussed. We have observed a very

broad structure in the energy region ?f3 GeV. The problem of exis-

ting of a well defined resonance scalar gluonlum state remains

open*
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I. Introduction

Hot long ago, M.A.Shifman, A.I.Vainshtein and V.I.Zakharov

(hereafter SVZ) have developed a powerful method to extrac* infor-

mation on the low-lying resonance properties from nonperturbative

QCD . Their approach was based on the operator expansion for po-

larization operators of various col*rurless currents extended to

the nonperturbational region. Рог exsmpie, for polarization opera

tor of the light quark vector and isovector currents j -

-
 1
/2 C$M $ ^ <'*) ~ ^ X ) ̂  c/ (x) 1 tbey obtained

«here Q~*s. - <?** • Eq.(l) holds in the chiral limitГП„-Й1;=

The parameters C^\f^
o
 an̂  ^^y^Li ^н^о —

 q u a r k

and gluon vacuum condensate densities, respectively, cannot be

determined in this approach but they contribute to expressions

siailar to eq(1 )in many other channels and being fixed somewhere '•

they can be used to gat sensible physical predictions. Xhus
f
ftft

c

in determined with good accuracy from the mass and decay rate of

7/ -meson and the light quark masses

•t*i C-û /can be found from the vector channel churmoniua

spectrum .
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Expression (l)holds for the polarisation operator in Euclide-

an regicn when Q
2
 is large (otherwise the unaccounted power terms

•*
v
- l/l'l/Q/

 е
*

с
«

 a r e
 °f *

л е
 same order as the accounted ones and

also exponential terms discussed in details later come into play)»

To relate [ L) {О ) in the Euclidean region to the observed cross

section of e
+
e~ annihilation to the isuvcctor channel given by the-

ima.<p.nary part of fj(O^) in the physical region (/^> О the dis-

persion relations are to Ъ» used. SYZ showed it is much more conve-

nient to use the Borel transformed form of dispersion relation. •

Hamely, they considered the value

The exponentially falling weight in the dispersive integral helps

to suppress the uninteresting high S-region where Ji\s\ (1( S" J is

given just by the standard quark cross section* Applying the Borel

transformation to expansion (1) for /7 ( Q J the sum rule for

£ I = * ( ) 2 ^ fl(S) can be derived

Eq. (3) is an integral relation connecting t\ ( J J in the

low $ region with the quark and gluon vacuum condennate densities*

To extract information on К IS) out of eq.O) one rust adopt

some model for the physical spectrum. SVZ adopted a model inspired

by experimental data:
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In this model the spectrum is given by the single narrow resonance

and continuum starting above the threshold o—S
Q
 where ft \SJ

coincides with the perturbative QCD contribution. Substituting

R (Sh
n a u c h a

 form into the sum rule eq.(3)they were able

to fit the parameters VY)
p
 , Q

o
 , and У

о
 . Their fit ie

• ^J tA/\ & 2

in excellent agreement with the experimental data: ¥4p =0.6 GeV,

- 2.4, SQ = 1.5 GeV
2 .

This theoretical result is very impressive but it depends cru-

cially on the model adopted. E.g.,i* assuming the existence of two

narrow resonances with comparable residues Q~ and <?д, (SVZ

knew that the second strong resonance does not exist and did not

introduce it) the эшл rule (3) can also be fitted, if smearing

significantly (7 -function in r.h.s of eq.(4) and allowing the

presence of a background under the resonance (SVZ knew that the

background is practically a~3ent and did not introduce it) the fit-

ted parameters of И7_ and Q А/7Г cbe^ge
 e-tc

» Thus we see that

the sum rule method works well enough only if qualitative features

of the behaviour of j\y\ Il(Sjare already known.

The question arises if it is possible to obtain any theoreti-

cal prediction on the behaviour of Jf-yj fj(S'J in a model - inde-

pendent way.

If we reformulate the question as "is it possible to calculate

M\] I /(i/directly?" the uawer is definitely negative by our

knowledge. The imaginary part of eq.(1) is
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We вес that besides the perturbative term the senseless О -

function derivatives are present in the r.h.a of eq.(5), In the

spirit of the operator expansion philosophy it can be assumed that

in order to obtain meaningful result one is to account for the

higher power terms in eq.(1) resulting in the higher о -function

derivatives in eq.(5).0ne could guess naively-that their sum could .

yield a smooth function describing the cross section in the physi-

cal region. We note however that even the full knowledge of the

ротгаг terms in eq.(1) is not sufficient to draw conclusions concer-

ning JVV) ///,$'Jin the physical region. The point is that besides

power term П ( Q*" ) comprises contributions falling exponenti-

lly as О __v (уэ . To understand the origin of such terms it

is instructive to consider the model example: tl.e vector current

polarization operator in the external instanton field. П (Q J

IT. the lowest order in «JLj; is given by

(The trivial perturbative contribution is oaitted here).

The term ^ "L/Q in the square brackets corresponds to the po-

wer term in eq.(1). The coefficient 4/3 in eq.(6) can be obtained

from the operator expansion eq.(1) if accounting for the operator

П % W W + WlJ с Ы
 a l o n

«
 with the

 °P
e r a t o r

 ̂ S Gpi C^ •
We neglected this operator in eq.(1) aa ite vacuum mean value
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turns to zero in the masslesa quark limit and the phenomenological

value of fY\q ̂ Q Q*)
9
 is too small to yield a signif icant contribu-

tion to eq.(l). However in the instanton field (generally in any

salfdual or antiselfdual field) the relation

- _ /oie Си) (рм^УО/^Ь.о1йа and the contribution of the operator

m Hi i ~t- \/\л , ZTsJ is of the same order of magnitude as
ч
 ч w f mnj act

 Q
 ^

 q

that of the operator «©Cj* 6yO k? *) • ̂ be higher power terms

do not display themselves in eq.(6) due to the selfduality of the

inatanton field •

How turn to the second term in (6) falling exponentially with

increasing of Q
2
 ( &»

/
И Ку\(Х/-№ & }. In the large Q

2
 region

y-^oo
 J

* 2 IS

it can be neglected safely but in the low Q region the /NJJ - term

is very significant. It cancels the singularity *** "4./Q" froa the

power term (remind that K±M
 л

 -3/X"
2
 when У -»> О ). Sote

that in the one-instanton approximation the singularity **• "i/Q

remains.lt seems to provide the photon mass but is due in fact to

the generation of the effective quark ma.::s .In the dilute gas

approximation the singularity disappear «.Taking the iaiaginnry part

of eq.(6) we get

The singular part ""- 0 ioJ arising from the power term cancels

out completely and the singularity **- О (SJ is to cancel in DGA«

The most interesting for us is the appearance of the part nonsin-

gular in eq.(7) comprising oscillating Besael functions. It may be

regarded as the instanton contribution to the cross section.

The instanton field is but an example and eq.(7) has not much

sense by itself even if accounting for DGA contributions: the D
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integral takes the contribution vainly fro» the large P region

«here the instanton gas is no longer dilute. However this example

shows the crucial significance of the exponential terns if attempt

ing to describe low-energy behaviour of d (Q^j end its *mnffTnr

part.

Thus we presume their presence and study their implications,

le ehall see that the simple assumptions on the form of exponentia

terms and the natural selfconsistency requirements (assumptions

and requirements will be specified below) result in the fit for

К ( S*) чЗ-ЪЬ qualitative features being in accordance with

reality. Our fit displays the maximum in the region of A - meson

mass, then deep and then after certain oscillations with decreas-

ing amplitude leveling off at the perturbative value*

The pr.per is organized as follows. In the following section

we dwell on the origin of the exponential terns. In sees*III and

IT we discuss two variants of our fit for К (Sj , obtain

equation systems connecting the parameters of our fits to the coe-

fficients in the power expansion and present our results for the

vector channel. JEn sec.У we discuss a more sophisticated variant

of the fit accounting for the contributions of the eighth-dimensi-

onal operators in the power expansion eq. (1). In sec*¥1 we apply

our technique to the scalar gluon channel. In the last section

our results are summarized and conclusions are drawn*

II* Exponential Term»

Our analysis is based upon the simple fact that the large Q

asymptotics of a function + (Q /is governed entirely by the

singularities of Euclidean Fourier image f(X J» И » power asymp-

totics of yfQ )
 i a due t 0 tae

 pol
e s
 «** branchings of -f (X J
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at the point X * 0 • She exponential contributions to the

asymptotics of T ( Q ) •*•
 d u e

 *° *Ь« singularities of the func-

tion -f ̂ ) ( J e / ) P / l » the £ upper half-plane, e.g. the singu-

larity of jrfe) .at the point i » ( 0 results in the asymptotic»

She one-dimensional analog of this statement can be found in

the university analysis courses* She four-dimensional case is not

much more sophisticated and is discussed in details in Appendix A

of ref. * .

Thus, the exponential terms in '*(ty J can be found if the

analytical structure of (] (\) in the complex ^ -plane is

known. Sow we suppose (and this is our crucial assumption) that its

analytical properties are rather simple and the aaymptotics is

essentially given by few poles or branchings along the imaginary

\ axis» Let us try now the simplest singularities and look at

their images* We obtain

Q

7555 Ki

( }

(8e)
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When deriving these equalities it is convenient to start from

(3c) expressing just the coordinate space Green's function of a

massive scalar particle. Иге other integrals are obtained fron eq.

(8c) by taking the derivatives or integrating over q . The term

-&~ is inserted in the integrand of eq. (8a) to avoid the nonphy -

sical term *• Q S" ( ty) in the r.h.e.

If comparing the r.h.s. of eq.(8b- with the second term in the

r.h.e. of eq.(6) we see that the exponential pieces in the polari-

zation operator in the instanton field П . (Q yariae from the

logarithmic branchings in П
 l
 (2.) distributed continuously

from 2 ~ t P to i— f o * over imaginary axis.

In the subsequent discussion we are going to take the imagina-

ry part ot the contributions (8) in the physical region C^CfS

and try to fit the physical cross section. To this end we need to

know the imaginary part of tbe functions "*• ( I X/ r<y) it У)

which we put down here

К
г К (tx) 1 Я - "i, /x) -f тгГ/V2)

t - j y — J " -2У Jti*;-* пдсх j ( 9 b )

Кг fix) 1 „



etc. The values of X — Q(S ^ ^ taken from the lower side of

the cut drawn along the negative x axis. (This corresponds to the

upper side of the physical cut over positive q values)
e

III. The Model for е"*"е"* Annihilation Cross Section

Thus, we presume the presence of oxponential contributions to

"(Q ) given by the singularities in П(Х^) of the type

eg.(8a) end (во) in addition to the power terms eq.(l) (our choice

for the form of the singularities will be clarified a bit later)»

Then the polarization operator is given by

(10)

where

(lla-

(llb)

(lie)

and f<j ̂  , Qj -^ are free parameters for a while. In order to

fix them we impose a natural requirement C/iof Q P/^ Q
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The physical polarization operator satisfies this reqrirement due'

to vector current conservation providing the masslessness of the

photon.

So the power singularities »*• 1/(0 , ̂ £ /Q e33^ "v *L/Q^

in the r.lus. of eq. (10) must cancel out. Мду-т pg use of the expan-

sion for Kyi {X/ in the low x region

we arrive at the conditions

О аз)

where U = Q
5
 and ? =a Q ^ • Taking the imaginary

part of eq. (10) in the physical region ^ = - 0 according to

prescriptions (9) we get

The aingiilarities «^ £ (S/ » ̂  %'fS) »

the r.h.s of eqa.(9) disappeared in the total sum. Their cancel-

lation reflects identically the cancellation of the power eingu-

/2 f2)Q
To avoid mi eunderetanding we remind that our mechanise for
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cancellation of low Q singularities is but a model. One cannot

exclude the logical possibility that the smooth low Q behaviour

is provided by higher power terms instead of exponential terms.

However in that case we are bound to suppose that the vacuum means

of various independent high order operators are ranged so that in

different channels with different coefficients in the operator ex-

pansion the singular power series sum up to the smooth functions.

This situation seems to us improbable. The instanton example

shows us instead that the role of exponential terms in providing

the smooth low Q behaviour of П /O J may be crucial.

Thus, we obtained the smooth expression for the cross section

with no singularities at the point S«O,.The three conditions eq.(13)

do not fix four parameters r? -̂  and 0j \ completely. To

fix them we impose the requirement RlOj ~ О holding necessa-

rily for the real cross section * ) • Expanding the Besael functions

in eq.(14): J,,, "̂  X /J2 • Ю' ~t" OfX J we

obtain

" - °
She conditions (13) and (15) make the equation system for the

parameters r-> ̂  , Q>> > which we solve numerically, To per-

form this the numerical values of the parameters R
o
 n * W t /
) f О

and в ^ aLS£\p[fi>3 should be defined.

*) Strictly speaking, we are not quite consistent here. We neglec-
ted quark masses in the power operator ехрглзхоп and in the nhiral
limit the massleso 7Г -treson exists whicu contributes to S(s) even
at S=0 point. So the conditioa eq. (15) follows from experiment ra-
ther than froii the theory: we know that R(S)«=O for S below the two
pion tiireshold f̂ gj. ar Ц ИО77 *~- 300 JfeV. We are indebted to M.B.
Volcshin who brought our attention to this point). However, the ki-
nematic threshold effects are rather substantial here and bring
about a significant distortion of cross section.. We rather should
account for them whereas small powar terms proportional to quarJc

masses can be safely neglected.
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The parameter R
Q
 depends on the vaTae of the strong coupling

constant сч£ .We adopt the value oi* Cr 0.3 which согеея?-

ponds to the energy region'—I GeV typical of the vector channel.

In this case R d 1.65.

2he value of the quark condensate density £{рп^>
 i s

О

by expression (2)

^-PbOMet/r

in contrast to ^

is not a renoroinvariant quantity and its dependencr on the norma-

lization point should be accounted for. In eq. (16) ^Xplft)^ is

normalised at the low energy region whereas in the operator expan-

sion eq. (1) £t±Ju/^>o is normalized at the energy Q * <~~ l

Ge7~ . The normalization point dependence of the strong coupling

constant e*. $ (Q J in eq. (1) should be accounted for too. Portuna-

iv, these dependences almost cancel each other so that the value

csl .J ̂ U/US^Q арреаг'лв in eq. (1) doe not depend practically

1 \ A

ол the normalization point • Following STS we assume thatc\j Z 1

at the energy where the relation eq.(l6) holds and use

g ._ 'JIB c240Mt\/)

The gluon vacuum condensate density wac fitted by SVZ from

the charmonium sum rules. Their fit is C. •=- G У$ ^~

-C" C.012 ОеУ*
1
" * However the accuracy of this prediction is not

high (S7Z estimated it on the 5O3S level). We inclint to adopt a

higher value for the density \ <£ ̂  £2^>c 5= 0,017 GeV4 .

The reason for increasing The estimate is brought about by 4-
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perturbative Coulomb corrections rather substantial for high.

moments. SVZ did not account for them in their analysis. She re ugh

estimates siiow that accounting for these corrections 3hould increase

the value of <i — £ ^ ^ ^ by a factor of-^ 1.5. The

spectrum anafysii with inclusion of the Coulomb along with nonper-

turbative corrections performed in ref. reveals a be tter agree-

ent with experiment if £̂ «J \/Q(U£ <^*i±£^^~ °*017

is adopted. A somewhat higher value was also advocated by the au-

thors of ref. ̂  who extended the Borel sum rule technique for the •

heavy quark case.

We solved our system for both 0.012 GeV4 and 0.017 GeV4 and

tested the stability of our prediction at once. Our solution to

equation system eqs. (13) and (15) is

p

i f

Q% = 5.25

2 "

assuming <C

^2 = 4.95

P2 '

GeV"1 ,
1.60

GeV"1 , <

1.20,

^ i - 6.87 GeV"1

P 3 « 10 .86

- 0.017 GeV4 and

7j » 6.60 GeV"1

P, « 8.71

if assuming Si -rS(£ / о = 0.012 QeV
4
 .

The graphs for R(s) determined by eq.(14) in these two cases are

presented in fig.l
t
a

t
b*

Sow look at the figures.We see first of all that they are

vory similar and the variation of the gluon condensate density

does not change essentially the form of the curve. In each figure

R(S) rises frou sere, reaches the maximum value R
maz
'*

r
 2.3 in the

region of the fi -meson mass, then decreases and after minor osci-

llations levels off at R=R
C
 sr 1.65 given by perturbative calculat-
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ione. The maximum at r S -^ 700 * 600 KeV can clearly be asso-

ciated with J> -resonance but the width of the structure is much

larger than the />-width, the" maximum and the depth are mucli less

eminent than those observed in experiment.

23ms, our model curve for H(S) is much smoother than the ex-

perimental dependence but the first one reflects correctly the

qualitative features of the second.

There is no wonder we failed to reproduce the experimental

dependence quantitatively. One could hardly hope to find a closer

agreement with experiment in our crude model including ;}ust two

simple singularities of fl(^) i» tbe complex £-plane. We state

however that in the absence of any a priori information of the

physical P -spectrum the expression eq. (14) with the parameters

defined by conditions eqs.(13), (15) is the best QCD prediction for

R(S) which can be made with the first two coefficients of the ope-

rator expansion eq.(1) at hand.

Two reciarks are in order. First, we should explain why we

choose the singularities in the form of eq.(8atb) and did not in-

troduce the poles or, say, the square root branchings. Our option

is dictated by our requirement of smoothness of П f Q^J at the

point Q
2
a0. The low energy asymptotics of the Fourier image of

the simple pole eq. (8c) is ***- 1/Q being enable to cancel the

singularities /*-l/Q* and "^1/Q of the power terms. The Fourier

image of the square root branching ^ i/f Y^fQ^ is
 л
 1/Qr at

the (D —•» C*
3
 limit and other branchings should be introdu-

ced to provide its cancellation. So the logarithmic branchings

e
q

#
($a,b) are the minimum песезаагу choice to satisfy the vector

current conservation requirement.

Second, we note that the сгозз section eq.(14) satisfy the
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sum rules eq»(3) ±f the parameters f^ -\ * ^ 2 i satisfy

the conditions eq.(13) up to pieces falling exponentially with *»"

increasing.

This can be checked directly by substituting R. ( о /З-
1
-*

0

the l.h.a of eq. <")) for expression aq.(14) and also by noting глас

the 3orel transforms of the exponential terms fall exp nentiaily

(namely, as £ ** f 7 where Q. in tne exponent coincide with

Q, in the argument of the corresponding McDonald function) at

large M2 . Our solution for the vector channel yields Q * ^ '-'5'

so that the exponential pieces in the sum rulea are entirely negli-

gible if И >, 0,5 GeV . No wonder that the gross features of our

fit are in accordance with those of SVZ fit ana with the experiment.

Г7. The Harrow Resonance Model

Now we try another model which is in a sense a compromise bet-

ween the SVZ model and ours. Namely, we assume the existence of an

infinitely narrow resonance in accordance with SVZ Ьиг our back-

ground is not /яд @(5~,£>jbut a smooth function being л̂е sum of ь

perturbative velue and & nonperturbative contribution generated by

a simple singularity iii coordinate space. The minimum necessar;

choice of the Singularity takes the form of eq.(8a). Thus

As before we require R(0) = С and the fullfiliaent of the sum

rule eq.(3). We substitute the r.h.s. of eq.(17) into the l.h.a. of

^q.(3), integrate, expand the result over 1/lfi (left alone the ex-

ponential pieces) and equate the terms**- const, "- 1/M
2
 and"

4
- 1/M̂

in eq.(3). In contrast to the previous case, this time the additio-
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nal higher-dimensional power terms in the l.h.s of eq,(3>io appear.

They bring about a larger distortion of the sum rule eq. (3) than

the exponential terms. So the mixed procedure under consideration

is presumably less clean than the model discussed earlier.

Anyhow, the requiremt'tff of R(0) = 0 together with the require-

ment io satisfy the sum rule eq.(3) up to^* 1/M* terms (it corres-

ponds exactly to the requirement of smooth behaviour of П (Q J

at Q = 0 point) make the system of four equations to determine the

four parameters: P,, O-> » И^л **&

= О
(18)

к* - v
2
Pj8 - Сv. к*

where )к " i/Mp / Qp and £ = C?^ . The system (18) can be sol-

ved analytically. We have for the resonance parameters

v 'A1 .
s

" 9 b )

(remind that В given by eq.(lie) is negative). Eq.(19a) displays

rather significant dependence of W\p on the not very well known

parameter A . The numerical values "of the parameters t4io , 0л ,

P
 t

 Cf^ determined from the system (18) are
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ш 0.75 GeV, $}l4ll - 3.47, P3 - 1.34, Q*> =3.61 GeV1.

i f ^ ^ V ) / <2*\ » ° 0 1 ? eeV4 and

KWy> - 0.90 GeV, qf/tjlF « 3.68, P3 = 1.34, <7a - 3.08

GeV"1 i f < t̂& ( ^ Ъ . , • 0.012 GeT4 . We see that the resonance .

mass In our model 1я closer to the experimental value if the gluon

condensate density is taken somewhat higher than the SVZ estimate.

We are not inclined to regard this fact too seriously as the subs-

tantial sensitivity of the resonance mass to A is a particular

feature of the model discussed in this section; in the model dis-

cussed earlier where the narrow resonance was not introduced by

hand, the A dependence was weak (see fig.1. However, a somewhat

better agreement with experiment may be regarded as a hint in favo

ur of the choice <^ - ^ С /
o
 - 0.017 GeV

4
 .

The experimental value ( Q^ /Lf][)&Y6^
 2

*^
 i s l o w e r

 *
llt
*
n

d d l h h d t th l tthat obtained in our model which corresponds to the less eminent

resonance peak compared to experiment. This fact is due to the pre

sence of a rather substantial background in the resonance region

in our model. The energy dependence of

under the choice \ -ф- £ /o * 0.017 GeV4 is preseuted in

fig. 2* The experimental background ia much sharper than that given

by eq.(20) and is btfcter described by step function model adopted

in ref. * . The sharpness of the background and the narrowness of

the resonance peak is not clear in the framework of our approach.

The knowledge of the coefficients A and В in the operator erpan-

sion is not sufficient to determine the "fine structure
11
 of the

cross section.
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V. Accounting for th* S-th-Dimenaional Operator

I E this section we try to improve our predictions for R(S)by

making uee of additional information on the higher power terms in

the operator expansion*

To this end we calculate the coefficient at the 8-th-dimena-

sional operator lQy(jl)-L GpiVy^f (there is a num-

ber of other 8-th dimensional operators but we expect the operator

quoted being responsible for the largest contribution as graphs

contributinj to the coefficient at t!.is operator do not include

loops) and its mean vacuum can oe estimated by inserting the vacuum

intermediate state ( f. the estimate of the four-f«rmion operator

vacuum expectations values in ref. )• The mean vacuum average

where (fl) z.
 l
fe ( Q

r
 Q)~Y)Yl* * brings about the new non-

trivial vacuum parameter YY>
C
 • Its best estimate comes from

confronting to experiment of the aum rules for certain baryoinc

currents^ ; ?Yi
c

2
~ 1 * 1.2 GeV

2
 . We refer the reader to

Appendix for details of calculations and put down here our final

estimate for the 8-th-dimensional to the polarisation operator

{ )
= QB i 2 в У (22)

where C\/ * 3 and C
p
 » 4/3* The contribution eq. (22) brings

about the singularity 1/Q
8
 at the point Q

2
»0. following our

philosophy, this singularity is to be canceled by an exponential

term resulting from the suitable coordinate space singularity.

Th cancel the low Q singularity *- 1/Q
8
 the I-space singularity
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*~ (X2+ Qj Wi (Х2+ Q' * " ь t h e Courier image

л- j^Lf(OiQ)/(Q Q)** should be introduced. Thus we write the po

larization operator in the form

where R
Q
» A and В are gives by eqs. (11) and

С - -TTJ, М*

We require the cancellation of ~ 1/Q
8
, ~- 1/Q

6
, <~- 1/Q

4
 and -^ 1/Q

2

singularities in the low energy limit in eq. (23). Then R(S) is the

smooth function

(25)

i* — — — — — — —

As before, we require R(0) в 0 and besides й'(0) = О (the second

requirement is ̂ Justified as the real hadron e
+
e~ annihilation

cross section is equal to zero from yV=? О
 t o

2M^

MeV and the kinematic threshold effects are rather substantial);

Thus we obtain the system of six equations for six parameters
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- 0

R
o
. А, В

- О

where U = C\* , £ = Q* , (7= Gf<f
end С are given by eqs.(ll),(24). tfc aolve the equation system

(2G) numerically under the ch-iice ^ -~f ̂  S
c
~ 0*017 GelP ,

m^ = 1 GeV
2
 and draw the function R(S) given by eq.(25) in fig.3.

V/e see that the first maximum of R(S) became higher and nar-

rower in a more close accordance with experiment but the maximum

is shifted «̂  100 MeV above the real resonance position. The deep

stretches too far compared with experiment and the second eminent

maximum appears in the energy region where the experimental cross

section is rather smooth.

Thus our attempt to improve the QCD predictions for R(5)

turns out to be not quite successive. We think the main reason

is oversimplified assumptions on the analytical properties of

П [ y 2 ) . It is obvious that armed with a sufficient num-

ber of singularities of i / ( )( j (may be even the continuum

set of singularities exis-tfas it was the case in the instanton

example where the logarithmic branching was "smeared" along the

imaginary £. -axis) we would be able to enforce the agreement

with experiment. But we have no idea how to find out the charac

ter and positions of these numerous singularities out of QCD

principles.
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VI. The Gluon Channel

A crucial point in our analysis was the knowledge of low

energy behaviour of the vector current polarization operator fol-

lowing from the vector current conservation. This provided us with

equations connecting the positions and the residues of the complex

X -pl^xe singularities to the operator expansion coefficients

A and B. If the low energy behaviour is not known from the first

principles, our method does not work. Tims we cannot make rea^I^ble

estomates in the -jcial enamel. The attempt in this direction

with introducing the requirement of smooth behaviour of ''д ( С J

(corresponding to the transverse part of the polarization operator)

by hand resulted in senseless results (nothing like n -structure,

the cross section is negative at low energies).

But there is a channel where the lew energy behaviour is lc~o\vn.

as well as in the vector case. We mean the scalar gluoniujj channel

Consider the polarization operator of scalar gluoniс currents

n
s
 (Q

z
) - iк •>Vrt ji

Then the following low energy properties take place

) - ^ (28b)

* Orr
 (28b)
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ТЬэ property eq.(28b) is valid in the chiral limit *

— W) s fflv— О
 a n d

 *
o l l o w s f r o m

 saturating the polarization

operator eq. (27) ty the two-meson intermediate state. The use of

the ciiiral limit for th e gluonium channel is substantiated Ъу

noting that the energy scale typical of gluonium is much more

than the таззез of pseudoscalar meaons tin the vector quark cur-

rent сазе it was not so and we used the phenonenological proper-

ties R(0) = R'(0) = 0 iistead of the chiral limit low energy theo-

rem).

Quite similar to the vector quark current case, the polari-

zation operator eq.(27) includes perturbative contribution arising

from the graph of fig.4

(29)

and the nonperturbative nice given by singularities of I/ (^ J

along the inaginary ^ axis. The minimum necessary choice to

satisfy requirements eq,(28) is the fourth oi'der pole ~ /
Y
i,

J / / ) ^ r U

with a Fourio.- й а д о ^ /*- С Л^ (<? Cy(see eq. (8f)). Thus our

nfq
1
)model for \ O^l ia

(30)

Its imaginary part is

The requirements eq.(26) provide two equations to determine the

parameters P and C{
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Its solution (under the common choice C^^p-v So = 0.017 GeY^,

= 0.3) is

The graph for J\fa П("SJ(eq«(30) is presented in fig.5 where
о

the scale ̂  S is chosen for the horizontal axis. The graph dis-

plays a broad structure in the energy region t-суи = 2 4 - 3 GeV

and tend* asymptotically to the straight line with a slope

<~~ — { */Р]7 J which is much smaller than the low energy

slope following from the condition eq.(28b).

The question if the structure in fig.5 corresponds to the

scalar gluonium resonance state remains open. It is quite concei-

vable that the curve in fig»5 reflects adequately the real situ-

ation and the structure is too broad to be interpreted u.a a re-

sonance. On the other hand, a possibility cannot be excluded

that the real structure is much narrower than that in fie.5 and

the scalar gluonium resonance exists. If this is the case, the

gluoniura mess is presumably 5: 2 т З GeV. In our opinion more

definite predictions cannot be made at the present level of un-

derstanding.
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VTI, Discussion and Conclusions

Our basic idea was to describe the behaviour of the physical

сгояз sections by few singularities of polarisation operators in

the coordinate space. There arc problems v/here the method of ext-

racting physical information through the analytical structure of

something proved to be extremely useful. Remind, o.g., the Regge

theory. The scattering amplitude in the со plex j-plr.ne is at first

jight even r. more exotic object than the polarization operator in

the coordinate space.

The Regge theory has two substantial advantages compared to

our technique, however, First, in the high energy limit only the

nearest sinfilarity contribution to the scattering amplitude sur-

vives, all others be.ing ignorable safely. Second, the Regge poles

have the direct physical meaning connected to trajectories of the

physical resonances.

In our case the position of the singularity determines just

the frequency cf the Bessel oscillations but not thair amplitude

(see eqs.(8)), so a large number of singularities is required to

describe accurately the experimental data. Also the singularities

have no direct physical meaning in contrast to the Regge case.

Nevertheless, while we are not able to describe the experi-

ment qaantitutively, its qualitative features are grasped well

enough in our model (aee figs.1,3).

The comparison of our model with the SVS model (infinitely

narrow resonance combined with the step function continuum)shov:c..

that the mere existence of narrow resonances is not well explai-

ned by QCD yet and this i3 a subject for future investigations.
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Our technique is applied to the channel кЬэге the low

behaviour of the polarisation operator is known» Киш, bssides the

vector quark channel we applied it to the acalar gluonic channel

waere the broad structure in the energy region of ̂  2f3 GeV is ob-

served. Its fine features sannot be determined in our approach and

the problem if the well defined scalar gluonium staie exists ге-

isains о tan. We are inclined to adopt the negative answer to this

question. VFe are indebted to B?V.Oeshkenbeiu, B.L.Ioffe, Ы.А.'

Saifoan and bi.3.Voioshin for useful discussions.

Appendix

Estimate of (lyecf. (Q )

We present here our calculation for the coefficient at the

structure C/^^O^j £ Ьи) У'/о^^У'с^
11
 "

tixe
 operator expansion

for the vector current polarization operator. The calculation is

performed in the fixed point gauge technique. The fixed point gauge

was introduced first by Schwinger for QBD
 13N
 and has been recently

reinvented by a number of authors
 4
*
 1 2

~
1 3
 . in this gauge the po-

tential /\ (У) сел be expressed directly through the

field strength and its covariant derivatives

^ ^ * 3^ F *
 U2)

and its derivatives are taken in the origin chosen

Г
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by the gauge condition *q.(A1) '

(A3)

The Tailor expansion for the fermionlc field V'fXy can

also be rewritten•through infinite series over covariant deriva-

tives in this gauge:

(M)

where

The convenience of the fixed point gauge technique in calcu-

lating tho coefficients in the operator expanalon stems from the

fact that the gauge invariant structures arise naturally here and

the volume of calculations is substantially reduced as compared

to other methods. The detailed description of the fixed point

gauge technique vith examples of calculation cen be found in ref.

14

•

Consider tbe vector current polarization operator in exter-

nal vacuum field* The graphs relevant to our calculation are

shown in figs. 6-10. We consider only the tree graphs at the loop

integrals comprise always to additional numerical зшаИпеаз .

In №.э graphs of £ig.6,7 the vacuum field enters diractly the
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quark and gluon propagators where the large momentum flows. To

calculate the contribution to the coefficient we need to use the

representation eq,(A2). (Just the first terra is in order in this

case • The subsequent ternm provide the contribution to the coeffi

cients at the higher dimensional operators).It is convenient to

work in the momentum representation where the expansion of X

eq.(A2) transforms into the expansion on the derivatives of 6 -

function. We fix the coordinate origin at the right current vertex

(the bolded points in figures) so that the й -function derivati-

ves turn into the momentum derivatives acting to the right from

the point where the vacuum field enters.

The free fermionic ends correspond to the vacuum quark field.

In the graphs of fig;. 6,7 their X -dependence is not relevant.

The v
a
cuum meaning is performed according to the rules

where the operators Ц/ u,' end 6 J must be combined in all

the possible ways and the anticommutation properties of If/ -ope-

rators should not be forgotten, of course>(such a procedure corres

ponds to the factorisation hypothesis of ref.
 Х
 ). The gluon prope

gator is taken in the background eav^Q^JJ f\* 'j — U

(the gau.se condition for .tornal quantum gluon lines need not be

the заше as the gauge condition for the external cleasical vacuum

field
 1 5
 . Our final answer for the contribution of the graphs of

fig.6,7 to the polarization operator is
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II

(Лба)

П
Л )
 (О

1
) = -

3Q*
v/here the parameter W\

o
 is defined by eq. (21).

A substantial contribution to the coefficient is given also

by the graphs of fig.8 whore the vacuum gluon field does not enter

the diagrama but the X -dependence of the vacuum quark fields

should Ъе accovnted for. Yfe need here the first three terms of the

expansion eq. (A4) for ty(Y. } and Ц' fXJ . It is convenient befo-

re taking the vacuum matrix element to make use of the vacuum

isotropy and to average over the momentum directions ( /ук/Ъ
 y w

etc) and use the proportiea £ ( ^ | e - ̂  ^ ^

+ t Я С^э ^'лл /2 • C^1
/'' — С

 (we n e £ l e c t the <luark masses)
Thus the contribution of the graphs of Pig.8 is

: We are left now with the graphs of fig. 9 and fig. 10 where

Is various terms of expansion eq.(A2),(A4) should be combined to

Ш:

p produce the operators of the required dimension. At first sight

f<l these operators do not contain the structure of interest as only

two quark vucuura fields enter the diagram. Additional quark fieldscan appear from gluonic operators through equations of motion

>, In the course of the calculation
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rarious 8-th-dimensional operators with unknown vacuum expectat-

ion values do appear and the extraction of the required structure

is not quite unambiguous. Fortunately, the estime'ie ahov/з that

the contribution of the graphs of fig. 9.10 to «Л/л.-/ ( Q J

is numerically smaller than that of the grapha of fig.6-8. (The

aamfsituation holds ^n the calculation of the coeffir ent at the

operator ^u, {/^ . In this case the graphs of fig.8 and 9 cont-

ribute with the contribution of the latter being an order of mag-

nitude smaller than that of the graph of fig.8).

Thus, we neglect the graphs of fig.9.10 in our estimate. The

sum of the contritutions eqc.(A6,A7) coincides with the result eq.

(22) quoted in the text*
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*ig.1b. *h« minimal model, " °«012



Pig.2. The resonance + background aodel.



?i«.3. The account of 8th - dimensional
operators.
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?ig.4. The gluon current polarization operator in the loweet order

of oerturbation theory.
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Pig.5. The crose section in the gluon channel. The scale

c" the horizontal axis is <*/ Б .

\р—~И

Pig.6-10. The graphs contributing to the coefficient

at the ooerator "^ • " —- /<*--- '
w

Pig. 7
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Pig.8

-> -
1 ..л

Fig.9

Pig.10
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